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“Asia has a lot to be proud of. It is the
world’s most dynamic region and today
accounts for 40% of the global economy.
Over the next four years—even with slightly
declining momentum—it stands to deliver
nearly two-thirds of global growth.”
Christine Lagarde, Managing Director, International
Monetary Fund, New Delhi, India, March 12 2016
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Introduction
“Asia has a lot to be proud of. It is the world’s most dynamic region and today accounts
for 40% of the global economy. Over the next four years—even with slightly declining
momentum—it stands to deliver nearly two-thirds of global growth.”
Christine Lagarde, Managing Director, International Monetary Fund, New Delhi, India, March 12 2016
In the last 25 years, Asia Pacific (APAC) has experienced
explosive economic growth and Germany has ridden the
wave. There are currently over 9,000 German subsidiaries
operating in the APAC region.*1 DAX companies now generate
almost 17% of their revenue from the region.*2 Compare
APAC growth to the sluggish markets of Europe and North
America and it is clear that APAC will remain a priority for
German industrial companies.

German companies operating in APAC

■■
■■
■■
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However, despite the success, how well equipped are German
companies to face the challenges of the next fifteen years?
How have they adapted their leadership to succeed in the
APAC market? What aspects of company culture need to
change for German companies to remain ahead? We used
three methods to investigate:
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Source: German Chambers of Commerce Abroad (AHK)

We conducted an online survey of 75 German company
leaders in APAC on their perceptions of German
company attitudes to developing Asian leaders.
Our offices across Australia, China, Hong Kong, India,
Japan and Singapore conducted interviews with local
and regional leaders to identify the advantages and
challenges of German company culture in an APAC
environment.

Five strong themes emerged. These reflect the current
realities of German companies in APAC and the areas where
challenges lie:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
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We mapped the nationalities of the country and
regional leaders of 12 DAX industrial companies and 12
Mittelstand industrial companies in APAC.

One region, many markets – German companies are
open, meritocratic and pragmatic. They appoint leaders
based upon commercial considerations; sometimes this
includes local leaders, and sometimes not.
Developing local leaders – German companies regard
management localisation as important, but few have
formal HR strategies in place.
Availability of talent – German companies face
challenges unique to each APAC country in finding and
selecting the right local leaders.
The cultural divide – German companies need to
be aware of the differences and similarities between
German and Asian commercial cultures, recognising
what each has to offer.

Obstacles to progression – Is there still a perception
that progression to global leadership level is still
restricted to Germans?
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The rise of APAC
The importance of APAC cannot be overstated. With a population of 4.2 billion people, APAC
represents 61% of humanity. Of that, China, the most populous country in the world, accounts
for almost 1.4 billion people, with India catching up fast at 1.3 billion people.
Changing growth drivers
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Population, however, is only half the picture. The pace
and scale of transformation from agrarian societies to
industrialisation gives this region its incredible dynamism
and appeal. At a time when the world is recovering from
the global financial crash and experiencing challenges such
as Brexit and the collapse in oil prices, the APAC region is
powering forward.

China continues to be the largest GDP growth contributor
and perhaps still the market that matters most. India,
however, is the fastest growing large economy in the world
at a GDP growth rate of over 7%.*3 Hong Kong has retained
its role as the global financial conduit for China. Singapore
is steadily achieving dominance as the preferred location
for regional headquarters and the hub for the increasingly
important ASEAN economies of Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.
Challenges lie ahead, however, and the next 15 years may
look very different.
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Changing dynamics
We have already seen signs of change as China transforms from a low cost industrial hub
to a mixed service and industrial economy. As this has happened in Japan and Korea, more
successful APAC economies will develop. This new wealth will create a consumer group
representing 61% of the world’s middle class and, with it, a voracious demand for products
and services.
Asia’s share in the global middle class population
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For German companies, the competitive landscape will
change. So far, competition for German companies has
been limited to American, French, British, Japanese and
Korean companies. However, in the same way that Samsung,
Mitsubishi, Hyundai and Panasonic emerged in the 1960s,
new Chinese and Indian giants such as Sany and Mahindra
are fast becoming global players. In the next decade, these
and other contenders will begin to threaten market share in
APAC, and eventually globally.
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The changing environment will create complex new
challenges. Well-developed local leadership with deep
market insight is likely to become essential in helping
companies adapt to changes in the market.

How open are German companies to developing local
leadership, and how prepared are company cultures for the
challenges ahead?
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One region, many markets
“German companies are somewhere between UK and Japanese/Korean companies in their
approach to local leadership. Germans are increasingly willing to trust leadership to locals,
unlike a Japanese or Korean company.” Managing Director of a German subsidiary in
India.

The analysis of our cross section of representative DAX and Mittelstand (MS) companies in the graph below shows a high
percentage of local leaders:
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The data suggests that where the market demands or allows
it, most German companies will appoint local leaders and
non-German expats. Cost, compliance, understanding of
the market and the ability to adapt operating models to
challenging environments are key factors in hiring decisions.
As one APAC CEO said, “We tend to send Germans first to build
up competence and then hire locals to adapt to the market.
Germans bring business culture and help locals to understand
our business.”
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Another German leader was less sanguine and said that they
had concerns around ethics, “There is a trust deficit with
Asians. Germans need to develop trust and that takes time.”

This points to another recurring theme – development of
local leadership. One APAC MD of Indian origin described
the challenge, “Country managers are the most difficult to
recruit for. We need someone to lead, run P+L, challenge
the status quo, be strategic while working with the German
headquarters, building their trust. We haven’t been able to find
many locals who fit all of these criteria.”
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Developing local leadership
There is a growing consensus among German companies that developing local leadership is
critical. However, a number of leaders surveyed believe that many German companies are still
behind the curve in succession planning and management development strategies, compared
to their American and British counterparts.

We asked the interviewees to give a mark out of 10 for their
local management development impetus/strategy. The
results were:
6.6

Importance of localising leadership
How well developed is succession plan
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unless they are excellent. Even if you come from the global HQ,
the bar is being set high and unless you are qualified, you will
not be accepted.”
Gender diversity also emerged as a challenge. Of the 111
leaders mapped across the 24 representative companies,
only three were women. All three are with DAX companies.
Two of these are in Australia and one is in Singapore.

Women leading German companies in APAC
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Source: Odgers Berndtson Survey 2016 – German APAC
Business Leaders
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One local Managing Director commented, “Our organisation
is conscious of the need to develop a better plan to infuse
local talent. However, there is no specific mandate to localise
leadership talent. These decisions are purely driven by
meritocracy.”
The APAC HR Director of a DAX company regards flexibility
as crucial. She stressed, “APAC markets are fluid and cyclical.
German companies are constantly adapting to new challenges
and, rather than pushing for full indigenisation or any other
type of predetermined strategy, it is healthy to be flexible.
Address the market’s need and overlay it with the available
talent, regardless of nationality.”
A number of leaders interviewed felt that it was crucial for
rising local leaders to spend time in Germany, “If we intend
to develop real bench strength among up-and-coming Asian
leaders, we need to give them experience in the global HQ. Not
just for a few months, but for three or four years.”
Referring to the need to develop local leadership, one leader
commented, “Locals don’t accept western expats anymore,
7

However, some interviewees were confident that change is
imminent. As one leader commented, “Compare the number
of local leaders to 20 or even 10 years ago and we look very
different.”
Based on our survey, the trajectory appears to be towards
greater diversity in leadership of German companies in
APAC. Companies recognise the need to include and develop
local talent, but this will require more commitment to invest
in local people as leaders and not just as managers. The
same applies to women leaders in German companies. The
challenge is to work with local talent – to recognise and
develop people, which goes further than simply accepting the
current availability of talent.
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With few exceptions, qualified, educated and experienced talent is available in every APAC country. Despite this, our survey
suggests that it is easier to find talent in some countries than in others. The variation can be ascribed to the distinct dynamics
of each market and the challenge of finding staff who are able to bridge the culture and communication gaps that exist
between a company and a society.
Five APAC territories were reviewed and interviews with local business leaders provided with following insights:

Singapore

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Japan

■■
■■
■■
■■

63% of German APAC headquarters are located in Singapore, despite it being a smaller market than
China, Japan or India.
Destination of choice for Western expatriates and emerging Asian leaders.
Tops the ‘Ease of Recruitment’ Index because of availability of talent.

Singapore functions as a sub-regional hub for ASEAN countries, although Thailand, Malaysia and
Philippines are emerging as strong contenders.
Singaporean and Indian nationals account for the majority of Asians leading Singapore-based
headquarters.

Japan was considered the easiest market for Germans to operate in, with a similar culture of quality.
Smaller pool of management talent available to western companies because of language issues and
cultural disconnect.
Only 30% of leadership roles in Japan are held by locals.

Japan-based business leaders said that Japanese clients prefer to deal with a German national when
dealing with a German company.

“Japanese and Germans share the same values. They are obsessed with small details, they value quality and
they excel at similar industries.” German Managing Director of a German company’s Japanese subsidiary.
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India

■■

Regarded by the survey respondents as the most challenging, risky and complex market in which to
operate.

■■

English is the first language of Indian business. India has a large pool of well-educated, English
speaking and mobile business leaders.

■■
■■

China and
Hong Kong

Research suggests that Indians adapt well to western business models and best understand the
complexities of the Indian market, thus reducing risk.

“With Germans, outcome is important. But even more important is how you go about it. This definitely works
in India. Adapting to this culture builds trust, but it does take a long time to build that trust”. Indian origin
APAC leader.
■■
■■
■■
■■

Australia

Has the highest proportion of local leaders; 64% in DAX companies and 87% in Mittelstand
companies.

13% of German companies’ regional HQs are in China and 8% are in Hong Kong.
China is considered the most challenging market in which to recruit leaders.
Interviewees point to the following challenges:

>>
>>

A dearth of local professionals with the correct blend of language skills, international experience
and exposure to global best practices.
The relative lack of mobility of Chinese nationals.

In China, retention is regarded as a bigger problem than recruitment.

“Germans are sometimes too black and white in their thinking about processes, roles and responsibilities. This
won’t work in China. You need a local management team to understand local ways.” German Vice President of
an APAC company.
■■
■■
■■
■■

Australia represents a sales and services location rather than a manufacturing or engineering
location.
Local talent is readily available and better suited to the sales role than German expats are.

The distance between Germany and Australia and having to work across time zones makes the
decision-making process more difficult.
German products are held in very high regard in Australia, in terms of quality and reliability.

“There are parallels in culture between German and Australian companies and Australians generally enjoy
working for German companies. Only about 10-15% of German companies in Australia have German leaders.”
German Managing Director of Australia-based subsidiary.

Our survey suggests that while local talent appears to be welcome and broadly available, the obstacle often appears to
be one of cultural disconnect. Rigid discipline is exercised by Germans while Asians tend to be more flexible. Discipline,
dependability and quality are perceived to have made German companies great in Germany, but is that true in APAC? If true,
the challenge is for German commercial culture to adapt to tackle future challenges without losing the edge that has made
German businesses successful.
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“The ‘make do or good enough’
culture is counter to German
business culture. They are highly
disciplined, obsessed about
details and greatly value quality.”
10
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The cultural divide – Yin and Yang of
German culture
Our survey identified a common perception that German management culture lends competitive advantage to German
companies operating in the region. However, there are also certain cultural attributes which could limit or even derail the
success of companies.
“The ‘make do or good enough’ culture is counter to
German business culture. They are highly disciplined,
obsessed about details and greatly value quality.”
German Managing Director of a company in Japan

Superior engineering, manufacturing and
product excellence
Process-oriented, systems-driven and
passionate about quality
Strong ethics, values, compliance
and codes of conduct
Respect for people
“What perhaps holds German companies
back is the lack of robust processes and the
high level of certainty and security they seek
in the business environment.”
Local Managing Director of German subsidiary in China

“German companies are traditional in having a
hierarchical approach. It tends to be difficult to establish
informal relationships with senior leadership at the
German HQ.”

“Compared to US companies which are also high on
compliance and code of conduct, the emphasis on ethics
and values is much higher in German companies.”
Local CEO of German company in Hong Kong

“Germans have a highly respectful culture. People feel
heard and there is opportunity to contribute. There is
respect for individuals but clear expectations are also set to
eliminate ambiguity.”		
Local CEO of German company in India

“Germans have a keen focus on engineering excellence and
performance orientation. For customers, German
companies are synonymous with
high quality.”
Local CEO of German company in India

Lower customer centricity
and commercial focus
Lower agility to respond to
changing market dynamics
Over-formal and hierarchical management
Less globalised in approach

Local Managing Director of German subsidiary in India

“The German commercial approach is too focused on the
product in the belief that commercial gain will follow.”
Local Managing Director of German subsidiary in Singapore

“German companies are still strongly rooted in Germany,
creating outposts in other parts of the world; rather than
truly creating international organisations.”
Local CEO of German company in Australia

German companies are valued for their excellence, ethics and culture of respect. They are considered problematic in their
rigidity, formality and emphasis on product at the occasional expense of commerciality. Given the complex cultural dynamics
in which APAC companies operate, training and development of leaders in APAC, both local and German, is a crucial tool for
building bench strength among leaders for the future.
How sophisticated are HR strategies in leadership development, and what obstacles are companies unwittingly throwing up
to prevent leadership progression?
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“Compare the number of local
leaders to 20 or even 10 years ago
and we look very different.”
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Obstacles to progression – perception
or reality
German industrial companies have globalised in trade but their leadership teams have not
always reflected this global character. An analysis of the management boards of our DAX
companies research group shows that, out of a total of 76 executive board members, only two
are Asian. German companies have yet to address the challenge of truly “thinking global”.
Interestingly, the leaders surveyed were split down the middle on whether Asian leaders could progress to global leadership
roles in German industrial companies.

Will Asian talent make it to the top?

Tough

Source: Odgers Berndtson Survey 2016 – German APAC
Business Leaders
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40%
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“Ultimately, the company follows a meritocracy approach.
However, the individual must possess suitable experience and
bring the right level of leadership stature. In addition trust is
an important qualitative factor.”
Local CEO of German company in India
“Germans have a greater level of openness to different cultures.
While they are lagging behind the American and British
companies at the level of true globalisation, they are definitely
ahead of Koreans and Japanese.”
APAC President of German company in Singapore

Definitely

Some companies are taking the bull by the horns and making leadership development a priority. For instance the APAC Vice
President of a leading automotive company said, “We have developed a specific management programme for Asian nationals.
This has resulted in some Asian nationals now getting into global leadership roles and we have a pool of talent on the edge of
global leadership.”
Another leader was even more positive: “Absolutely! The trend has already started. Ultimately we are a meritocracy and
anything is possible.”

It is likely that, where there are obstacles to progression, these lie in unexamined assumptions about the company’s “way of
doing things”. One thing that research makes clear is that companies who adapt, and who include and develop rather than
exclude and hold on, are able to exploit the advantages of diversity, drawing from it a strength that keeps them ahead of the
competition.
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Conclusion – adapt to win
German industrial companies have been extraordinarily successful in APAC.

Their advanced technology, focus on excellence and a pragmatic approach to hiring have been key to their success. They are
now seen as employers of choice.
However, they have guarded their culture carefully rather than adapting it to each market. While this has worked thus far,
the market is changing and what has been their strength may carry inherent weaknesses that will be difficult to deal with if
not acknowledged.
No APAC market is the same as another. A blanket approach to strategy in APAC will not work. To address the challenges of
the next decade, German companies will need to focus on four areas to strengthen their position in APAC:
■■

Globalise executive and non-executive boards – bring more diverse thinking to global decision making.

■■

Increase opportunities for medium-term management assignments or secondments to Germany for APAC leaders.

■■
■■

Strengthen HR strategies to integrate mid-level local managers in order to ensure that they develop from functional
managers to future leaders.
Ensure that, for all senior leadership hiring, there are always APAC candidates on the longlist.

Sources:

*1 - http://www.ahk.de/ - German Chambers of Commerce Abroad (AHK)

*2 - https://www.edb.gov.sg/content/edb/de/Presse-Downloads/advertorials/German-Mittelstand-Champions-in-AsiaStudy.html – Singapore Economic Development Board

*3 - http://www.forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2015/11/30/india-now-fastest-growing-large-economy-at-7-4-third-quartergdp-growth/#6d315d5a1acb – Forbes report
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APAC Industrial Team
About Odgers Berndtson

Odgers Berndtson is one of the leading
international executive search firms. Our
reputation for excellence and integrity
has been established over 50 years. We
act as trusted advisors to clients who need
help recruiting for important positions.

A truly global brand, Odgers Berndtson delivers
worldwide executive search solutions from more than
50 offices in 28 countries. We work with a wide range of
companies, international groups, private equity-backed
businesses, family-owned organisations, and small and
medium sized enterprises.

D: +65 6320 7599
E: alasdair.spink@odgersberndtson.com

Alasdair is the APAC Industrial Practice Managing Partner. He
joined Odgers Berndtson in 2005 in the London office and
moved to Dubai to lead the Middle East business in 2010 before
moving to Delhi in 2011 to head the India business. As the
Head of APAC Industrial Practise, Alasdair is responsible for
developing and maintaining region-wide relationships with
Industrial sector clients.
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